SPRINGTIDE

For years I have wanted to preach a sermon on Springtide, but when Nature is wrapped in
Winter's mantle, and one is held within knolls of ice and walls of snow, when ponds are sheets
of adamant, when rivulets are icy fingers clutching at earth's frozen breast, and the great trees
are swaying their resentment of north winds outstaying their welcome, one's mind refuses to
visualize hills spread with carpets of green, woods awakening with cooings and murmurings,
rosebuds breaking into pink on climbing brier, and all the variegated colors, the cheerful sounds,
the whispering breezes interwoven with the prophetic spirit of the dear, sweet season.
Then when this light-footed daughter of Heaven presents herself at your door you are too
entranced with her beauty to attempt to portray her in uncomely hieroglyphics. But my calendar
tells me that the season is now already well on the way, and although heavy snow still covers the
ground, as I look through my window I catch something of a cunningness in the sun shine that
does not belong to Winter, and observe a fascinating, gauzelike sheen veiling the nakedness of
tree branches, great
Tears Falling from Suspended Icicles
as though Jack Frost himself were crying over his departure being delayed. And, if you will
believe me, on the crest of a bank of snow there is a little robin carrying an infinitesimal wisp of
straw, while from the eaves his mate chirps soft murmurings, looking down upon him with
mysterious and wistful glance. Then, too, there is a mystic something in the pure blue of the sky,
in the ethereal mildness of the air, and in the gentle odors of the morning that recalls to my mind
that Springtide is more a sensation than an appearance, more a hope than a visible reality; and
this, coupled with a new awakening thrilling my whole being, tells me that the time is at hand to
celebrate the miracle season of the year.
When the Queen of Sheba. made her renowned visit to Solomon she laid at his feet her gifts of
spices and ivory and precious stones. So Springtide brings her tribute to lay at the feet of her
Lord. Veiled in white she is already on her journey. To bands unequaled in the treetops she is
marching up the hills and across the plains and through the valleys, her arms laden with matchless
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gifts of priceless treasures) and before these words are in print, with a rush of blossom and song
she will have flooded the earth with flowers and filled the air with melody.
Spring's first message to us is that we, too, should be beautifying the earth. Spring is so fair, so
beautiful to look upon. She comes through the gates of the morning in her bridal robes of light
and verdure, her arms laden with snowdrops and violets, and the forests harp on vine-strung
branches while she passes up and down the gloomy, depressed, sick and tearful places, and by
the warmth of her sun-bathed presence calls into life and loveliness everything Winter has chilled
and blighted.
Should we not diffuse such Loveliness? Should not our lives kindle hope and enthusiasm in hearts
chilled by the frosts of Winter? The only way for the sunshine and beauty of Jesus Christ to flood
the Church is for us to
Awaken from Our Winter's sleep,
cast aside our cold indifference toward the sins and the hurts and the troubles all around us, and
do something and be something — something sunny, something beautiful, something
blossoming, something invigorating.
In this winter-world it is heavenly Springtide that is wanted. Can you not be a flower that cheers
a sick-room, or a branch that shelters a child, or a river that carries someone's burdens, or a
sunbeam that brightens a lonely path, or a dewdrop reflecting Heaven's light?
I remember when in my own childhood we were sometimes forced to take hasty shelter under
the leafy boughs of a great oak I would look up and wish I were a tree to shelter people from the
heavy rains as those spreading branches sheltered me, Since then I have learned what a widespreading shelter for others the Tree of Calvary can make us.
Are you sheltering anyone from life's storms, or are your branches without foliage? Who would
run for protection to a tree that had no leaves? And what storm-beaten spirit will turn for help to
a heart that is cold and without feeling for another in distress? Oh, believe me, there is a field
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for you to bear fruit in, a garden for you to bloom in, someone beaten by heavy rains for your
branches to screen! Awake from your Winter's sleep, your Winter habits, your chilling unkindness
and barren forgetfulness of others. Throw on the springtide mantle, white with the blossoms of
the Lily of the Valley. The world's sweetest influence will ever be from those who breathe infinite
loveliness into the hearts and lives of others. The most beautiful flower the Spring sun ever kissed
into perfection of color and fragrance gives but a faint idea of the soul upon whom has broken
the Sun of Righteousness. By their own beauty, like the violet tended only by the Divine hand,
they make the wilderness in many a heart to blossom as a rose, and because of their soul beauty
they are dearer to our eyes and to our hearts than any perfection of bough or vine or stem.
It is a cold and lifeless matter to buy flowers from a shop, but when in the window of a poor
man's tiny cottage we leave a sprig of jessamine, grown under our om care, and all asheen with
the dewy gems of the sky, it is an immortal transaction, for we are purchasing in Heaven through
earth.
May Springtide bring to us overflowing love to mand May it teach us charity to the Christian as
well as charity to the sinner; Charity in the Church as well as charity in the underworld. It is
ofttimes hardest to exercise charity toward our own kind. In this thought the picture that Spring
holds before us in its everlasting hands, each now life helping another new life, is divine. Bunyan
says: The relations of Christians to each other are like the several flowers in a garden that have
upon each the dew of Heaven, which, being shaken by the wind, they let fall the dew at each
other's roots, whereby they are jointly nourished and become nourishers of one another".
By the breath of this new Spring I call upon the Christian primrose to help the Christian buttercup,
and upon the blue-eyed forget-me-not to remember in prayer and blessing the hidden violet,
that all may shed influence of ineffable sweetness both in sunny and shadowed places.
Again I learn from Springtide that the
Tidings of Great Joy Are Not Confined to Christmas.
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Dressed as a bride for her husband, universal happiness sits upon the throne of nature. Joy
everywhere: Up in the heavens, insufferably bright by day, merry with laughing stars by night;
down upon the earth, in the depths of the still pond, and in the heart of the sand-bank, winding
through the woodland, and climbing the mountain, upon the plain, and in the valley millions of
creatures hum and chatter and sing and bleat and low in a hallelujah of gladness.
Springtide! Scurrying, laughing, dressing, bathing, building, planning. Joy of trees, hurrying on
their garments of shimmering green; joy of fishes flashing their silver and gold and purple
through the waters; joy of insects — artisan, architect and artist insects racing through a thousand
activities in the sand. Joy of wings in the sky; joy of beasts in newly adorned. forests; joy of cattle
on a thousand hills; joy of cataract and waterfall and rivulet, laughing themselves dizzy as they
clash their crystal heels on pebbled. paths; joy of bud, and blade and leaf. For the earth is full of
the goodness of the Lord.
O Thou great, gracious God, all the sunshine Thou hast shed from Thy face; all the path of moss
and bloom is the impress of Thy feet! All the music is the thrill of Thy heart, all the color of blue
and green and purple and saffron and rose is but the reflection of Thy beauty! This Springtide
may the last shadow of Winter's dreariness be gone, and may our hearts and homes and lives be
filled with the joy of heavenly Springtide!
Again, I see in this Springtide God the Creator, # the glory of Him who hung His masonry pendant
on naught when the world He created". God reveals Himself equally in the infinitely small as in
the infinitely great. His operation is as apparent in every lowly bank and moss-covered stone, in
every insect whose very existence is discerned only through the microscope, and yet to which
infinitesimal speck its Maker gave organs sufficient to perform its vital duties as He is in the
fathomless depths of the mighty ocean, or in the star-studded highways of the heavens.
Springtide is one great indisputable declaration that God alone is the Creator. All the artists and
mechanics and philosophers of the earth cannot make one blade of grass or one snowdrop petal.
This Spring morning we shall find more of the elixir of the divine origin of all things in the cup of
the lily than all the scientists the universe over could offer.
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From a tree apparently dead I go and break off a branch, but in the sap which Spring quickly
causes to flow divine chemistry has furnished every element necessary for renewed life and youth
– the alum, the sugar, the potash, the carbonate of lime. Could any scientist explain the infinite
mysteries embodied in that process?
Who but an all-wise Creator can explain why two radishes, side by side in the ground, should
come up one white and the other red? Who but He can explain the lungs of a plant, or the
multitude of elongated openings, with swollen edges like a dress button-hole, upon its leaves
through which it respires? Can any scientist explain the leaf of an ordinary cabbage, how in its
every square inch there are 300,000 opening and closing doors, by which marvelous organism it
inhales carbonic gas that is advantageous to it while detrimental to man, and exhales the oxygen
that is life to man and injurious to the cabbage. All over the cabbage leaf I read, GOD THE
CREATOR.
And Springtide is but Heaven opening her golden doors to let the Creator walk again upon the
earth and declare to all men that He is. I read Omnipotence in every blade of grass; the wooings
of His love in every robin's call; divine purity in every lily; a triumphal arch in every tree-branch. I
see Eternal Majesty, God, Omnipotence, Creator, mighty and magnificent, riding in chariot of
stars across every sky, and all Heaven in a dewdrop.
Do we not want to put our trust in this game great God? Will not He who cares for the young in
the sparrow's nest look after our children also, if we trust Him? will not this same great God who
"hath made the earth by His power" guard our best interests if we commit them to His care? Oh,
I do want to tell you that if you are a sinner He will be your Saviour. If you have wandered He will
bring you home. Whatever may be the form of your trouble He will be your consolation. Trust
Him with a childlike, birdlike, Springtide-like dependence, and though "heart and flesh fail you
He will be the strength of thy heart and thy portion forever.
(To be concluded next week)
(April 19, 1924) (April 3, 1920)
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SPRINGTIDE

(Concluded from last week)
We must build right. Springtide spreads before us, also, the fascinating and seemingly
miraculous art of nest-building. There are few evidences in nature that speak more emphatically
of creative wisdom than the ingenious skill displayed by these winged architects of the sky. The
structure of a bird's nest before me is in harmony with the strictest mathematical calculations,
and is not surpassed by any human handicraft.
What a marvel is the house of the little penduline titmouse, shaped exactly like a chemist's retort
and suspended from the branch of a tree high out of reach of all would-be intruders! The reedwarbler reminds one of the babe Moses, for it builds its cradle between the tall reeds and rushes
which rise out of the water, wrapping around the exterior the reeds amid which it is located.
Hence the nest appears to be but a part of the river growth. The tiny grebe constructs a perfectly
water-tight nest which floats upon the lily-strewn pond. The nest of the tropical is remarkable for
its ingenious construction. Shaped like a cup, attached to a long sleeve, with a back and a front
entrance, it is laced to the extreme point of a branch or arm of a large tree which swings out over
the water, generally a deep-running river. The Baltimore bird deserves to be mentioned in the
first rank of bird builders on account of the large bag-shaped nests hung in the heart of the trees
in which it rears its young. The nest of the longetailed titmouse is a globular abode not exceeding
the size of the fist, but the elegance of its construction bewilders the observer.
Masterpiece of Craftsmanship
The tailor-bird, a charming exotic species, takes two very long lanceolate leaves and sews the
edges of them together by means of flexible grass. When this is done the little female fills the
sack which they form with cotton and lays her young upon this downy bed. The nest is a
masterpiece of craftsmanship.
But above and beyond the heroic effort and creative genius displayed in the construction of the
nest is the far greater miracle of the instinct shown in the birds' selection of the location for their
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dwellings, which are always chosen with regard to safety. Sometimes in the thickest seclusion of
the great firs; sometimes in the cleft oi a high rock; sometimes hidden under the eaves of a
building; sometimes suspended from a high branch overhanging a river; sometimes in the hollow
of an old tree; sometimes, like the wee humming bird, in the heart of a lily; sometimes, like the
sub terranean penguin, underground. Dear little birds, with their tiny forms and tiny brains, yet
so much wiser than we are wise, and doing so much better than we are doing, building with
"safety first at every sacrifice safety for themselves, safety for their young, safety from storms,
safety from intruders.
We are so apt to put other considerations before our own good and the good of those we love
other things first and we build too high, or we build too low, or we build too much out in the
open, or we build on stubble for a foundation that the storms of life blow from under us and let
us down, and let our children down, into confusion and sorrow and loss.
He who fastens his ambitions alone on the things of this world collects wealth and riches and
treasure alone for self-gratification and self-gain; he who seeks for the praise and flattery of the
world alone for his own aggrandizement builds too high. The strong wind of destruction will
catch him and scatter his false, empty possession, leaving him desolated without a hiding place.
He who builds down in the mire of impurity, drinking of filthy waters amid the entangled growth
of uncleanness and untruth, deceptive intrigues and practises, builds too low. He may be safe
for a while, but the foxes and the prowling beasts of destruction will find him, and trouble will
come, and there will be no place of refuge.
He who builds too much in the open, always seeking the applause of men, the amusements of
the world, and the empty flatteries of the godless, trying to feed on the dead and dried things
of the desert, the hawks and vultures of the air, will pick out his life; he will have no hiding-place.
The only safe place to build is
To Build in God,
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where the little humming-bird builds her nest, in the heart of the "Lily of the Valley"; or where
the tailor-birds builds, hidden in the cleft of the great Tree, fastened by the cords which bound
Him on Calvary, so that the evil and sin and hurt of the world will pass us by, seeing only the
Christ of the Cross; or, perhaps, best of all, where the timid little Bonaparte builds, between the
forks of great branches coming up out of the River of Life, in Arms Everlasting.
O dear little birds, pricelessly precious little birds, because your home-building teaches us that
safe, safe are they who build their nest in God!
Lastly, I trace in the embroidered spread which Springtide’s fair fingers throw over the world that
there is a fairer Morning. Does not every tree-top pointing Heavenward, every petal-finger lifted
to cloudless blue, every flowery chalice breathing its incense, every wing cleaving the sky, every
glad tone, every soft murmur, speak of a still, consecrated spirit of hope, a sure, glad, strong
hope — the hope of Heaven? Are not all these couriers of nature prophets heralding brighter
days to come? All these countless varieties of buds and blossom pronouncements of eternal
flowers which never shall lade, of leaves which never shall fall? These birdlings' songs anthems
of the blessedness which is without end? “Oh, come forth into the light of things, and let nature
be your teacher.”
After all, wonderfully and gloriously beautiful as this world is, we do often get our fingers pricked
by the thorn behind the rose; we do, in the forest mountain-climb, get many a backward slip and
dash our feet against a stone. As we bathe our faces in the fresh Spring sun, we do so knowing
that cold, bleak Winter is just around the corner. But the fair, uplifted head of the lily, and the
lark which strikes higher and higher in the sky, tells me clearly that there is a land where it is
always sunshine, where our humble blossoms are transplanted from the gardens of earth to the
gardens of Heaven, where the scarlet and white hawthorns ever bloom, reminding the redeemed
of the shed Blood of Christ which made his soul white.
This is the land to which our loved ones have gone. My precious mother, who was always too
tender and frail for the blasts of Winter; my glorious father, who for the comforting and warming
of all men's hearts fought such hard battles with the storms of life; your little darling child, so
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birdlike with his prattlings and creepings in under your wing, they have gone to the land where
the sun never goes down.
Do not fret for them back, for under the spread branches of the Tree of Life, breathing the sweet
aromas of the Rose of Sharon, catching the rivulet dropping like pearls from the Everlasting rock,
listening to the song of the birds of Paradise, they sing and smile and wait for you and me in the
Springtide Eternal.
(April 26, 1924) (April 3, 1920)
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